A. INTRODUCTION
Einstein's 1907 essay on relativity' does not appear to be widely known. Yet, as noted in the Introduction to the first part of the present English rendition of this essay,2 it is of substantial interest both on didactic and historic grounds. Its didactic value, relating to the treatment of a number of basic topics in Special Relativity, is particularly in evidence in the portion of Einstein's essay that is dealt with in the second part of the present rendition.' Its historical importance is associated mainly with the genesis of special relativity, and also with the genesis of general relativity. Part V, the last part of Einstein's 1907 essay, contains Einstein's first published expression of his initial highly important seminal ideas on the latter subject. It is translated here, as far as seemed feasible, verbatim, with a few added mainly explanatory notes.
It may perhaps not be amiss to point out here that the latter notes, as well as those presented in the other two parts of the present rendition, and in the partial translation of Einstein's first paper on relativity,4 have for their principal aim only the facilitating of a close reading of the respective fundamental papers of Einstein, whether historically or pedagogically motivated.5
As in the previous parts of this rendition all the original footnotes are labeled by lower-case roman letters, and the added footnotes by arabic numerals.
B. TRANSLATION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL PART OF EINSTEIN'S 1907 MEMOIR V. Principle of Relativity and Gravitation

Accelerated Reference System and Gravitational Field
Until now we have applied the principle of relativity-i.e., the assumption that the laws of nature are independent of the state of motion of the reference system-only to nonaccelerated reference systems. Is it conceivable that the principle of relativity holds also for systems which are accelerated with respect to each other? This is not really the place for the exhaustive treatment of this subject. Since it forces itself, however, on the mind of anyone who has followed the previous applications of the principle of relativity, I shall not refrain here from taking a position on the question.
We consider two systems of motion, and Z2. Suppose is accelerated in the direction of its X axis, and y is the magnitude (constant in time) of this acceleration. Suppose 2 2 is at rest? but situated in a homogeneous gravitational field, which imparts to all objects an acceleration -y in the direction of the X axis.
As far as we know, the physical laws with respect to 21 do not differ from those with respect to X2; this derives from the fact that all bodies are accelerated alike in the gravitational field. We have therefore no reason to suppose in the present state of our experience that the systems Z1 and 2 2 differ in any way, and will therefore assume in what follows the complete physical equivalence of the gravitational field and the corresponding acceleration of the reference system7
This assumption extends the principle of relativity to the case of uniformly accelerated translational motion of the coordinate system. The heuristic value of the assumption lies therein that it makes possible the replacement of a homogeneous gravitational field by a uniformly accelerated reference system, the latter case being amenable to theoretical treatment to a certain degree.
Space and Time in a Uniformly Accelerated Reference System
We consider first a body whose individual material points possess relative to the nonaccelerated reference system S , at a fixed time t of S, a certain acceleration but no velocity. What influence does this acceleration y have on the shape of the body with respect to S?
If such an influence exists, it will consist in a dilatation of constant ratio in the direction of the acceleration, and possibly in the two directions perpendicular to this directions; since an influence of another kind is precluded by considerations of symmetry. Those dilatations arising from the acceleration (if they exist at all) must be even functions of y ; and they can be thus disregarded when one restricts oneself to the case when y is so small that terms of the second and higher powers in y may be neglectedg Since we wish to confine ourselves in the sequel to this case, we do not have therefore to assume any influence of the acceleration on the shape of a body.
We consider now a reference system 2 which is uniformly accelerated relative to the nonaccelerated reference system S in the direction of the X axis of the latter. Let the clocks and the measuring rod of Z, when examined at rest, be the same as the clocks and the measuring rod of S . Let the origin of coordinates of 2 move along the X axis of S , and let the axes of 2 remain parallel to those of S . There exists at every instant a nonaccelerated reference system S', whose A. INTRODUCTION This is the second part of a three-part English rendition of Einstein's 1907 memoir on relativity.' As noted in the introductory remarks to the first part,2 in addition to possessing obvious historical interest;Einstein's memoir is also of considerable didactic interest. This is particularly true of the portion of the memoir presented here, consisting of Parts Il-IV, which contain concise and instructive discussion of the relativistic treatment of a number of basic topics in electrodynamics, optics, mechanics, and thermodynamics.
Because Parts II-IV of Einstein's paper are, with only a few possible exception^,^ mainly important for the physical results and the methods of their derivation, their essential content can be represented accurately, as is done here, without resorting to a complete direct tran~lation.~ But in those instances where any doubt existed at all whether an original idea would be strictly conveyed by a free rendition, or where possible historical interest might attach to the original phraseology, the corresponding passages or phrases have been translated fully, and these are enclosed in quotation marks. On the other hand, the free rendition of the rest of the material, including the employment of direct vector notation, has.resulted in increased compactness in the presentatiod, without any essential loss in clarity. Except for the notation, all the formulas in the original text are reproduced together with their original numbering; and Eqs. (1)-(4) and Secs. 1-6 to which reference is made in this paper, are contained in Ref. 2. In a few instances, for convenience of reference, originally unnumbered formulas have been indicated by asterisks. All original footnotes are labeled by lower-case Roman letters, and the added footnotes by Arabic numerals. The latter are largely concerned with expanding or clarifying mathematical steps in derivations presented in the original text.
B. SUMMARY OF PARTS II-IV OF EINSTEIN'S 1907 MEMOIR
Electrodynamic Part
Tramjbrmation of the Maxwell-Lorenfz Equarioms
The equations where6 E,H are, respectively, the vectors of electric and magnetic "field-strength," and is the "4~-fold density of electricity,'" together with the "assumption that the electric charges are immutably bound to small rigid bodies (ions, electrons), form the foundation of Lorentz's electrodynamics and optics of moving bodies." The reference systems S and S' being defined as in Sec.
3, and taking Eqs. (5) and (6) [as well as Eqs. (*) and (**)I
to hold with respect of S , an application of the transformation Eqs.
(1) connecting S and S', yields equations relative to S'of the same form as Eqs. (5) and (6), i.e., ) provided [introducing now the current notation: P = v/c,
In arriving at this conclusion, one must show that a resulting arbitrary factor depending on u which can be applied to E' and H', is necessarily unity, and this "can be easily shown in a way similar to that used in Sec. 3 in connection with the function 4(u)." The above result combined with the principle of relativity implies that E',H' represent, respectively, the vectors of "electric and magnetic field-strength referred to St." Moreover, comparison of Eqs. (3) and (9) shows that u' is the velocity of the electric particles relative to S', and hence p' is the density of electricity with respect to S'. "The electrodynamic foundation of the Maxwell-Lorentz theory agrees, thus, with the principle of relativity."
In interpreting Eqs. (la), it should be observed that in
As an important sequel to his first paper on relativity, Einstein's extensive discussion of the subject in the 1907 issue of Jahrbuch der Radioaktivitat und Elektronik, including a first exposition of his embryonic ideas on gravitation, is of intrinsic as well as considerable historical interest. In this, the first of three parts dealing with Einstein's essay, a translation is presented of the Introduction and of Part I, which is concerned with relativistic kinematics.
Two years after the appearance of his first paper on the theory of relativity,' Einstein published in the then prestigious Jahrbuch der Radioaktivitat und Elektronik an extensive survey article on the s u b j e~t ,~ entitled "IJber das Relativitatsprinzip und die aus demselben gezogene F~lgerungen."~ In addition to a renewed painstaking analysis of the basic kinematic principles of the theory of relativity, and a treatment of relativistic mechanics and thermodynamics inspired by Planck's work on the subject of the same year, the memoir includes a note on the clash with conventional causality of assuming the existence of signals faster than light, an extension of Einstein's earlier discussions concerning the inertia of energy, and, most importantly, a first step towards the eventual creation of the general theory of relativity in the brilliant idea of an intimate link between "acceleration" and gravitation, as suggested by the proportionality between inertial and gravitational mass.
Some of the topics treated in the memoir and the methods employed there are even today not devoid of at least educational interest. But its greatest interest by far is certainly historical. The Introduction, in particular, contains valuable information bearing on the history of special relativity, when considered alongside the relevant material in Ref. 1. As for the history of general relativity, the significance of Einstein's first inspirational flashes, which in the course of a personal scientific odyssey culminated in his remarkable gravitational equations, is of course abundantly clear.
It is because of this considerable historical interest presented by the memoir that a translation of the introduction and of the first and last parts together with a concise modernized rendition of its other parts appeared worth undertaking. Nevertheless, a few words of explanation are in order why there is, in fact, any need of an English rendition when the chief significance of this essay today is, after all, on1 y to historians of science. What must be strased here is that in addition to the professional historians of science, who are naturally in a position to avail themselves of the original material at first hand, there are many scientists who for one reason or another have serious but subsidiary historical interests and who may not find it feasible to go directly to the original work. Moreover, the comments presented in the footnotes that relate to the ideas or mathematical steps in the memoir, as well as the modernized rendition, may be helpful not only to the latter group but to some members of the former group as well.
The present paper consists of a translation of the Jntroduction and of Part I of Einstein's essay. As in the earlier work,4 of which the present is a sequel, it is endeavored to strike some reasonable balance between a measure of adherence to prevailing English idiom and as close a reproduction of the original in content, style, and even punc- 
B. TRANSLATION OF THE INTRODUCTION AND THE KINEMATIC PART OF EINSTEIN'S PAPER
The Newtonian equations of motion retain their form upon a transformation to a new coordinate system which is in a state of uniform translational motion relative to the original system, according to the equations As long as one held to the opinion that all of physics could be built upon the Newtonian equations of motion, one could entertain no doubt that the laws of nature come out the same when referred to any one of a family of coordinate systems which move uniformly (free of acceleration) with respect to each other.5 That independence from the state of motion of the employed coordinate ~y s t e m ,~ which will henceforth be called "the principle of relativity," appeared however all at once open to question through the brilliant confirmations which the electrodynamic theory of H. A. Lorentz has e~perienced.~ That theory is founded, namely, on the assumption of a stationary immobile ether: its fundamental equations are not so constructed that they go over into equations of the same form upon application of the above transformation equations.
Since the emergence of that theory one had to expect that one would succeed in demonstrating an influence of the motion of the Earth relative to the luminiferous ether upon optical phenomena. As is known, Lorentz proved indeed in that work that according to his basic assumptions no influence of the relative motion upon the path of a [lightI6 ray was to be expected, as long as one restricts oneself in the calculation to terms in which the ratio v/c of that relative velocity to the velocity of light in vacuum enters only in the Einstein's first paper on relativity Because of its exceptional significance in the history of great ideas in science, Einstein's first paper on relativity, especially its first part, deseroes a more careful translation into English than presently exists. A new and annotated translation of this first part is presented here, together with a brief discussion of certain aspects of Einstein's paper.
A. INTRODUCTION
With the recent perceptible awakening of an interest among physicists in the history of their subject, the older of the two pillars of current terrestrial physics, the special theory of relativity, has become the subject of intensive historical studies.l Yet rather remarkably, seven decades after its publication, Einstein's trailblazing paper,2 "Zur Elektrodynamik bewegter KBrper" ("On the Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies"), does not yet have a fully satisfactory translation into English. The only English translation available until recently, contained in the widely known collection of original papers on relativity? falls short as a completely reliable historical document, not so much because it is marred by a few outright mistranslationswhich are in any case easily spotted-but because of its failure in important instances to convey properly the intent of a passage or of the nuances in its original pre~entation.~ A new translation has indeed appeared recently,5 but unfortunately its newness is limited essentially only to correcting the few flagrant mistranslations.6
For these reasons, and since Einstein's first paper on relativity represents one of the most remarkable intellectual achievements? a thoroughgoing English translation of this work would be of obvious'interest. In the meantime, an attempt in this direction is presented in Sec. B of the present paper. It covers only the first of the two parts of Einstein's paper. It is this part which is of greatest interest historically, and the one where changes in the older translation are especially in order. A few observations concerning the second part of the paper are contained in Sec. C.
The references to Secs. B and C include comments on the text of the paper, and remarks concerning Refs. 3 and 5. The translations of the original footnotes to the first part of the paper are labeled with lower case roman letters (a, b, and c) and are located at the end of the present paper as the first three references. Except for one formula which is labeled as (A), none of the formulas are numbered in the original. Thus all the numbering of formulas by Arabic numerals is supplied in the translation. This is, however, the only essential deviation from the original. Even the punctuation of the original paper has been followed as closely as feasible, and the lengthy sentences of the original text have been retained almost throughout without dissection, so as to preserve as far as possible a sense of the flow of thought in the original ~r i t i n g .~ In addition to the comments on the original text contained in the footnotes, a few observations of a more systematic character are presented in the concluding section. A more complete discussion relating to this subject is deferred for presentation in a future paper dealing with certain questions in the history of special relativity (referred to in Ref. 1 ).
B. TRANSLATION OF THE INTRODUCTION AND THE FIRST PART OF EINSTEIN'S PAPER
That Maxwell's electrodynamics-as presently conceived-when applied to moving bodies, leads to asymmetries which do not appear to be inherent in the phenomena, is well known. Consider, for instance, the electrodynamic interaction of a magnet and a conductor. The observed phenomenon depends here only on the relative motion of the conductor and the magnet, whereas according to the usual conception, the two cases in which either one or the other of the two bodies is in motion must be strictly differentiated. For, if the magnet is moving and the conductor is stationary, there arises in the vicinity of the magnet an electric field of a certain energy, which generates a current in those places where parts of the conductor are situated. However, if the magnet is stationary and the conductor is moving, then no electric field arises in the vicinity of the magnet, whereas in the conductor there appears an electromotive force to which in itself there corresponds no energy, but which-assuming equality of the relative motion ' in the two considered cases-gives rise to electric currents of the same magnitude and the same course as those produced by the electric forces in the first case.
Examples of a similar kind, as well as the unsuccessful attempts to verify that the earth moves relative to the "light medium," lead to the conjecture that, not only in mechanics but in electrodynamics as well, no properties of phenomenal0 attach to the idea of absolute rest, but rather that the same electrodynamic and optical laws hold in all coordinate systems in which the equations of mechanics are valid, as has already been proved for first-order quantities.' 1 We shall raise this conjecture (whose content will be called in the sequel the "Principle of Relativity") to the status of a postulate, and in addition we shall introduce another postulate that is only seemingly inconsistent with the former, namely, that light in empty space always propagates with a definite velocity V which is independent of the state of motion of the emitting body. These two postulates suffice for arriving at a simple and consistent electrodynamics of moving bodies on the basis of Maxwell's theory for stationary bodies. The introduction of a "luminiferous ether" will prove to be superfluous, inasmuch as according to the conception that will be developed, there will be no need for the introduction of an "absolutely stationary space" endowed with special properties, or for the assignment of a d, California I n s t i t u t e of Technology.--W e present a new formalism f o r c a l c u l a t i n g t h e gravitat i o n a l waves emitted by any aystem with i n t e r n a i gravit a t i o n a l f i e l d s t h a t a r e weak (Ig -11 ( << I), but n e v e r t h e l e s s a r e strong enough tonYnflu!;ce t h e system's motion. This formalism~.expresses the r a d i a t i o n i n terms o f a r e t a r d e d Green's function f o r s l i g h t l y curved apacetime, and then breaks the Green's-function i n t e g r a l i n t o f i v e pieces : d i r e c t radiation, produced d i r e c t l y by the motions of t h e source; whump radiation, produced by the " g r a v i t a t i o n a l stresses" of the source; t r a n s i t i o n radiat i o n , produced by a time-changing time delay ("Shapiro met") i n t h e propagation of the nonradiative, l / r f i e l d of the source; focussed radiation, produced when one p o r t i o n o f the source focusses, i n a time-dependent way, t h e nonradiative f i e l d of another portion of the source; and t a i l r a d i a t i o n produced by "backscatter" of t h e nonradia-regions of focussing. I f t h e a t a~i c [lass increases quadrat< c a l l y i r i t h ticlo, Ulan tllc r e s t mass of the electron during the e a r l y h i s t o r y o f the earth, say 3x103yr ago, was about 286 Lev, ifliich i s smaller t h a~~ electron's presc~lt r e s t mass by 222 kev. Then the decay energy o f J ( E~~~ 3x103yr ago was 222 + 2.6 * 224.6 kev, and the h a l f -l l f c of Rels7 3x109yr ago was could not have been qreater than 1,4xl0~yr. This means t h a t the ~e " ' would not have survived. Sne f a c t o f tile cxistcnce o f n e l E 7 today thus docs not support time v a r i a t i o n o f atomic Izsses. 
H. M. SCHWARTZ, U. o f Arkansas.--It w i l l be shown In t h e l i m i t t h a t the s i z e of the charge tends to zero
t h a t Einstein's theory of g r a v i t a t i o n follows i n an o n l y a tew kinematical features survive i n the equations essentially unique manner from t h e requirements t h a t o f motion; t h e s e a r e characterized by i n t r i n s i c paramethe Newtonian gravitational theory and the special t e r s such a s t h e t o t a l charge, moments of i n e r t i a , etc. theory of relativity are contained i n f t as the The r e s u l t i n g equations of motion have the DeWitt-~rehme appropriate l i m i t i n g cases, and t h a t the i n e r t i a l - -The weLl knownLLense -T h i r r i n g ~f f e c t , -which h a s n o t y e t been observed, i s considered w i t h i n t h e framework of r a d i o t r a c k i n g measurements o f s p a c e probes. C a l c u l a t i o n s show t h a t s u c h p r o b e s i n h e l i o c e n t r i c o r b i t s permit a s e p a r a t i o n of t h e Lense -T h i r r i n g term from a solar quadrupole nwment e f f e c t . The value of t h e Lense -T h i r r i n g term i s a few o r d e r s of magnitude t o o s m a l l f o r p r e s e n t l y achievable ~easurement a c c u r a c i e s . .cllls luurnrl is copyr&hrctl by Plorturn, Gel1 nrrlclr is itvuilrrblc rut $7.50 from Pknum I'ubll.rltl~tg C ; ) r~~~r~r~t r n . Satisfaction of the boundary condition ~+ , ( x ) = 0 is, in these terms, equivalent to finding the zeros of U,; these are l2 which is the same as the result obtained by the usual method in Eqs. (5) and (6). ~urthermok, the general expression for these polynomials is1= clearly equivalent to Eq. (4). Thus all important details of the standard solution are obtained by this method.
Some author^'.^.^.^-^ regard Eqs. (2) and (3) as n homogeneous, linear equations for the unknowns a,, a,, . . . , a,. Consistency of these equations requires that the n X n determinant of coefficients be zero:
For a given value of n, this leads to an nth-order polynomial in x, whose zeros must be found: This is just what Symon's suggestion accomplishes. Marion5 actually carries out this procedure for a few small values of n, but we have not seen the solution carried forward from this point, for the general case, except by the introduction of Eqs. (4) or (3, which our method avoids.
We feel that the theory of difference equations provides the best basis for treating problems of this kind, and we do not claim any generality for our method. But there is an appealing directness in Symon's suggested procedure of building the polynomials (1, using Eq. (2), and we therefore feel that our generalization of his approach is of potential interest to the student. The logical foundations of special relativity insofar as they relate to non-Newtonian ideas, concern mainly kinematics, and this is already in evidence in Einstein's original paper .on relativity. '
IT. C. Bradbury, Theorericnl Mechanics
In fact, all the essentially new ideas introduced by Einstein in that paper belong to the domain of kinematics. If nevertheless, in his derivation of the associated Lorentz group, Einstein took as his fust postulate a principle of relativity that was intended to encompass all laws of physics, he had of course compelling reasons. The principle had to insure the complete equivalence of all inertial frames, and to serve at the same time as a heuristic guide in the development of all branches of relativistic physics (with the exception of gravitational p h e n~m e n a~) .~ How brilliantly the latter objective has been accomplished with the aid of this broad relativity principle together with the principle of the constancy of light velocity and Einstein's revolutionary idea of clock synchronization, has been common knowledge for over half a century.
Understandably, the exposition of the logical structure of the theory of relativity to be found in the textbook literature has in general followed closely the original discussion. From a pragmatic point of view. Einstein's approach was of course a stroke of supreme genius, resembling in significant respects Newton's logical approach in the Principin. Logicians and philosophers can come and make sundry formal illuminating refinements, and many have, but the essence of the original framework remains. Still, from a purely cultural or didactic point of view it may be of interest, perhaps ultimately even to physical theory itself, to re-examine the conventional approach to the logical foundations of relativistic kinematics.
To begin with, it is desirable to separate as far as possible the region of kinematics from that of the rest of GF 10 Charge Q u a n t i z a t i o n i n CUrved Space.
M. J . TRINKALA and A. INOMATA, SUNY a t Albany. attempt i s made t o quantize t h e charge i n a curved space by employing t h e Ka uza Klein-"offman s i x dimensional formalism.i m e underlying transformations a r e four-dimensional general coordinate t r a n s f onnation8 , gauge transformations, and two-dimensional r o t a t i o n s .
we next c o n s t r u c t t h e equations of motion f o r a dually charged p a r t i c l e i n the electromagnetic f i e l d . The equation of motion corresponds t o the w u a l Lorent2 equatioll of motion i n f l a t space except f o r t h e e x t r a coupling t e r n . From the equation of motion we i n t e r p r e t the two-dimensional r o t a t i o n as the dual r o t a t i o n associated with electrodynamics. From the compactness c h a r a c t e r a s s o c i a t e d with t h e dual r o t a t i o n , we s e e k o u t terms t h a t lead to a minimal q u a n t i z a t i o n condition.
1. B. Hoffman, Quart. J . Math. 1, 19 (1936); 32 (1936) . shown as a c o r o l l a r ; o f a new derivation of the ~b r e n t z qroup. This d e r i v a t i o n r e s t s on t h e p o s t u l a t e of kinemati r e l a t i v i t y , without invokinq E i n s t e i n ' s postulate of the constancy of l i q h t v e l o c i t y . Such an approach has been considered f r e q u e n t l y s i n c e 1910; the method t o be present i s new in i t s l e a d i n g In d i r e c t and simple fashion t o the necessity of e x i s t e n c e of an invariant maximum velocity. This i s accomplished by makinq e x p l i c i t u s e the fol lowi special instance o f the kinematic r e l a t i v i t y p r i n c i p l e : the c o n t i n u i t y of t h e v e l o c i t y of a p a r t l c l e i n a wells p e c i f i e d o d in i t s h l s t o r y i s an invariant property. W e require, in f a c t , only the weaker Invariance condition t h a t i t i s imposslble t o have such continuous behavior in one permissible frame of reference and a jump i n the p a r t i c l e ' s v e l o c i t y from plus t o minus i n f i n i t y I n another permissible frame. Since the f i n i t e n e s s of t h e invariant velocity c h a r a c t e r i z e s t h e Lorentz qroup, I t s property of beinq t h e r e a t e s t p o s s l b l e p a r t i c l e velocity shows t h a t the e x i s t e h a c h y o n s i s not consistent with the conventional assumptions of kinematic r e l a t i v i t y .
GF 12 Tachyons v s . Anti-Mass P a r t i c l e s on R e l a t i v i t y . R B.P. SINHA, Univ. of Guelph, Canada.--Recent speculations' about Tachyons' have gained much b u t confused s t a t u s . It i s shown2 w i t h i n s p e c i a l -r e l a t i v i t y theory t h a t t o a Bradyon (our world) r e s t mass, m o , t h e r e corresponds an equal and opposite mass p a r t i c l e , iio--mo, p a s t t h e l i g h t b a r r i e r . Such anti-mass p a r t i c l e s called t h e JUGNONS w i l l have unique p h y s i c a l property t o a n n i h i l a t e t h e i r pair-Bradyons on c o l l i s i o n . Thus macro-annihilation i s possible. The energy-release i s 3moc2 i n c o n t r a s t t o 2rnoc2 of micro-pair bradyons. The Jugmons could be the c o n s t i t u e n t s of much speculated anti-galaxy of which ~0 1 -l i s i o n with our galaxy is then normally forbidden because of mutual G r a v i t a t i o n a l Repulsion. Are Tachayons and Jugmons t h e same? I f s o , these auperluminal p a r t i c l e s w i l l be a n n i h i l a t e d t h e moment they appear and c o l l i d e with our l a b o r a t o r y pair-bradyons.
A recent research' r u l e s i n t h i s p o s s i b i l i t y . position i s shown t o b e t h e n a t u r a l one f o r solving t h e momentum constraints in general r e l a t i v i t y and f o r c a s ting t h e action i n t o canonical form without c o n s t r a i n t s . The transverse-traceless part of the momentum i s conformally invariant and t h i s makes i t a l s o i d e a l l y s u i t e d f o r solving the remaining (Hamiltonian) c o n s t r a i n t l . 2 (following paper).
* WOKE supported i n p a r t by N.S.F. Grant GP30799X. For the purpose and scope of the present modernized rendition of Poincm6's Rendiconti paper on relativity, and for the notation that is being employed, the reader is referred to the introductory remarks to Pt. 1 of thie study are also applicable here. Because this part of Poincar6's paper is of particular interest in connection with its methodological aspects, including an anticipation of the four-vector calculus, certain relevant portions of the original text are reproduced here more closely than would have been otherwise indicated.
h for the notes or comments-which, as in the earlier parts, are either given in footnotes or enclosed in braces in the t e x t t h e s e are intended in general, as previously, to serve only as explanation of the original text. In addition, there are included here a few footnotes that point out nontrivial misprints in exieting French and English literal reproductions of PoincarB's paper and a footnote containing references to later work on the subject of Poincar6's pioneering investigation in relativistic gravitational theory.
HYPOTHESES CONCERNING GRAVITATION
1271 "Thus the impossibility of making evident the existence of absolute motion would be fully explained by Lorentz's theory, if all forces were of electromagnetic origin."
But there exist forces, such as gravitation, which are not of electromagnetic origin.
[28] "Lorentz was therefore obliged to complete his hypothesis by supposing that forces of any origin, and in particular, gravitation, are affected by a translation (or, if one prefers, by a Lorentz transformation) in the same way as are the electromagnetic forces."
It follows from this assumption, as applied to gravitation, that we can no longer retain the Newtonian theory involving an attraction between two bodies that depends only on their relative position at each imtant under consideration. The gravitational attraction must also depend on ('the velocities of the two bodies." In addition, it is to be expected that "the force which acts on the attracted body at an instant t depends on the position and velocity of that body at the instant t ; but also on the position and velocity of the attracting body, not at the instant t, but at an earlier instant, as if it took gravitation a certain time to propagate itself."
The equation for this propagation must therefore be of the form where, x=xl-xo, xo is the position vector of attracted body at time f , XI is the position vector of attracting body at time tl=k+t, and u, ul are
